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Geographical
Make the most of your Canon EOS 5D with the professional advice and tips in this go-anywhere guide. Learn to use every
control, compare various lenses and Speedlites, and then explore how to get peak performance from your EOS 5D in all the
shooting situations where it truly shines. You?ll discover how to set the metering mode to get the results you expect,
explore the qualities and effects of each type of lens and accessory, and what to pack in your gear bag (along with this
book) for every shooting scenario.

BJP.
The straightforward guide to the new Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Popular tech blog Gizmodo.com called the Canon EOS
Rebel T2i/550D "an incredible camera – everything a first DSLR should be." With 1080p digital video capability and an 18
megapixel sensor that improves low-light shooting all for under $900, the accolades are well-earned. And for less than $30,
you can learn how to maximize your digital photography experience! Packed with more than 300 color photos and 100 color
screen captures throughout, this beginner book walks you through the camera’s controls, features, and shooting modes. If
you're new to the Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D, this fun and friendly guide shifts you out of automatic mode and helps you
shoot memorable digital photos. Aimed at first-time dSLR users looking for a guide that clearly and patiently explains the
features and controls of the Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Explores the on-board controls and situational shooting Addresses
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using live view and playback modes Explains dialing in exposure and lighting controls Details how to edit, print, post online,
and other ways to share images Spells out how to manipulate focus and color controls Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D For
Dummies delivers a straightforward look through the lens of your dSLR!

The Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D Companion
Provides step-by-step instructions for more than twenty modifications for digital cameras, including building a remote
control, creating car mounts, and making a home light studio.

Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For Dummies
An easy-to-follow guide to Canon's first touchscreen dSLR Canon calls the EOS Rebel T4i/650D its most consumer-friendly
dSLR, but there's still a lot to learn. Expert author and photography instructor Julie Adair King handles the subject in a stepby-step style that will boost your confidence. If this is your first dSLR, you'll find all the information you need to get going
with your new camera and start taking great pictures. More than 300 fabulous full-color photos illustrate all the camera
features and also show you what you and your Rebel T4i/650D can achieve. Canon's EOS Rebel T4i/650D is a consumerfriendly dSLR with touchscreen controls, expanded autofocus features, and improved low-light shooting capabilities; this
friendly guide explains all the controls and helps you gain confidence with the Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D camera
Bestselling author Julie Adair King covers using auto, live view, and playback modes; how to dial in exposure and lighting
controls; and how to manipulate focus and color Offers advice on situational shots, explains how to get images onto a
computer for editing, and shows how to print photos or post them online Presents professional editing tips and plenty of
beautiful full-color images showing what you can achieve Popular author has written more than 15 For Dummies books on
Nikon and Canon cameras Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D For Dummies is the perfect how-to guide for anyone venturing into
dSLR photography with this popular new model.

Canon EOS 60D Digital Field Guide
With18.0 megapixels, full high definition recording capabilities, broad range ISO settings, shutter speed up to 5.3 frames
per second, and many other advanced features, the Canon EOS 60D is a solid intermediate dSLR. The Canon EOS 60D
Digital Field Guide will teach you how to get the most out of these impressive features. Chapter 1: Roadmap to the 60D. –
Learn the basics of camera and lens controls, as well as menu navigation and viewfinder displays on your Canon EOS 60D.
Chapter 2: Choosing Camera Options and Reviewing Images. – Learn which format and image quality settings are best for
each situation, and how to modify key settings on the Canon EOS 60D to get the best quality images. Chapter 3: Getting
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Great Exposures and Focus. – Learn all the automatic, manual, and sensitivity settings needed to get the most out of your
Canon EOS 60D’s imaging capabilities in any lighting situation or for any subject near or far. Chapter 4: Using Color Options,
Ambience, Effects, and Creative Filters. – Learn how to improve your photography by use of color space, white balance, and
filters by adjusting the setting on your Canon EOS 60D. Chapter 5: Customizing the 60D. – Learn all of the customization
options for the Canon EOS 60D including exposure, images, auto focus, and menu settings to make your camera work for
you. Chapter 6: Shooting in Live View Mode. – Learn the pros and cons of live view shooting, as well as the best settings and
tips for working in your Canon EOS 60D’s live view mode. Chapter 7: Using Movie Mode. – Learn how to record video on the
Canon EOS 60D and get tips for video standards, optimal camera settings, and editing. Chapter 8: Working with Flash. –
Learn how to use and modify the Canon EOS 60D’s built in flash, and learn to shoot with wireless Speedlites and other flash
techniques to bring professional quality photography to your fingertips. Chapter 9: Lenses and Accessories. – Learn all you
need to know for choosing the optimal lenses for the Canon EOS 60D, including lens types, focal-length multipliers, and lens
accessories. Also learn how to work with multiple lens types for optimal photos in any situation. Chapter 10: Event and
Action Photography. – Learn the optimal settings and gear needed to shoot great action photographs with the Canon EOS
60D including set up options and a gear selection guide. Chapter 11: Nature and Landscape Photography. – Learn how to
capture stunning natural images and landscapes using your Canon EOS 60D, as well as how to choose the proper gear for
nature and landscape photography. Chapter 12: Portrait Photography. – Learn how to make natural light and studio quality
portraits with the Canon EOS 60D including guides on gear selection, lighting, and exposure. Appendix A: The Elements of
Exposure. – Learn or review the fundamentals of exposure and how they relate to your Canon EOS 60D’s settings. Appendix
B: Exploring RAW Capture. – Learn the elements of RAW capture as well as a brief walk-through on converting RAW images
into a final image. Appendix C: How to Use the Grey Card and Color Checker. – Learn how to produce photos with accurate
color and exposure with these free-inside-the-book tools. A full color, portable trim book with beautiful photography for
photographers on the go, the Canon EOS 60D Digital Field Guide includes a free grey/color checker card to help you achieve
accurate white balance and color. With the Canon EOS 60D Digital Field Guide, you will gain a thorough understanding of
the Canon EOS 60D camera, as well as the basic fundamentals of capturing the best possible photos.

Canon EOS 6D Digital Field Guide
The British Journal of Photography
If you’re as excited as we are about the Rebel XSi/450D, you probably can’t wait to start shooting. Canon EOS Digital Rebel
XSi/450D For Dummies will show you how to make every shot count! Even if you’re new to digital SLR cameras or are
unfamiliar with general photography terms and techniques, this handy guide will show you how to feel comfortable with the
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controls and start taking beautiful photographs. Don’t worry if you’ve never heard the words aperture, white balance, or
ISO. You’ll soon be switching easily between automatic and manual modes, managing exposure, and using the all-important
Quality setting! You’ll learn everything about the lenses, from how to choose the ones you need to how to handle them.
You’ll finally know how to push just the right buttons to achieve the results that you desire. In a snap, you will find out how
to unleash your creativity by manipulating exposure and lighting. You will find out how to: Control picture quality Adjust
resolution for image quality and size Shoot in automatic and manual modes Review photos using Playback Mode and the
histogram, delete unwanted photos, and protect valuable photos from accidental deletion Manipulate exposure, color,
focus, and lighting Download, organize, archive, print, and share photos with family and friends Complete with lists of ten
fast photo-editing tricks and ten special-purpose features to explore on a rainy day, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For
Dummies is your one-stop guide to setting up, working with, and making the most of your new Canon digital SLR camera.

Canon EOS 70D For Dummies
Canon EOS 50D
Aimed at the intermediate amateur photographer, this how-to book provides a comprehensive understanding of the
techniques and equipment used in creating beautiful photography. Full-color throughout.

Canon EOS 300X/Rebel
Through easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book offers a complete class on digital photography, tailored specifically for
people who use the Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D. This is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you
what all the buttons do, it teaches you how to use the Digital Rebel's features to make great photographs -- including
professional-looking images of people, landscapes, action shots, close-ups, night shots, HD video, and more. With Ben
Long's creative tips and technical advice, you have the perfect, camera-bag-friendly reference that will help you capture
stunning pictures anywhere, anytime. The Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D Companion will show you how to: Take
creative control and go beyond automatic settings Learn the basic rules of composition Capture decisive moments,
including fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors Learn about different lenses, and the best
time to use them Understand the options for shooting RAW, and whether it's right for you Use the Digital Rebel's ability to
shoot high definition video

Canon EOS 70D
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The Canon EOS 70D is the latest of Canon's full-sized DSLR cameras. Its impressive array of advanced capabilities allows
the photographer more influence over the final image. This book's exploration of the EOS 70D goes beyond that of the
user's manual. It provides illustrations, step-by-step setting adjustments, helpful suggestions for setup, and detailed
explanations for each of the camera's many features and menu configurations. The text is illustrated with easy-to-follow
screenshots and example images. This book will also introduce intermediate-level camera users to DSLR modeldifferentiating features such as Wi-Fi and Dual Pixel autofocus. The content covers effective use of the camera's hardware
(and some software) as well as certain related accessories, with little emphasis on general photography. Author James
Johnson covers everything from basic camera features to advanced photographic options. With this book as your guide,
you'll learn to successfully use this powerful camera.

Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For Dummies
Guides you step-by-step through the functions on your new Canon EOS 5D Mark III dSLR camera The Canon EOS 5D Mark III
full-frame dSLR camera features an impressive 22.3 megapixels, a 3.2-inch LCD screen, 6 fps continuous shooting, Live
View, an ISO range of 50 to 102,400 and full HD 1080 resolution movie shooting. Here to help you get the most out of these
remarkable features and offering you more in-depth coverage than the standard manual, this full-color Canon 5D Mark III
Digital Field Guide provides you with guidance on how and when to use each button, dial, and menu option. Delivering
information in an easy-to-understand format, this portable guide features more than 200 inspirational photos by acclaimed
photographer and veteran author Charlotte Lowrie. The handy trim size allows this guide to go where you go, providing you
with easy access to information quickly so you can get the exact shot you want when you want it. Helps you make the most
of your Canon EOS 5D Mark III and get the shots you want Offers full detailed coverage of when and how to use each and
every button, dial, and menu option on this sophisticated new dSLR Provides step-by-step explanations on techniques and
tips, all aimed at getting you comfortable and confident with your new Canon 5D Mark III Sized to fit in a camera bag, the
book includes a bonus gray and color checker card to help you capture perfect white balance and color every time. Ideal
reading for both amateur and professional photographers alike, you'll reference Canon 5D Mark III Digital Field Guide again
and again.

Canon EOS Rebel T2i / 550D For Dummies
This book has one goal: to teach you how to make great shots using your Canon EOS 60D. Starting with the top ten things
you need to know about the camera—charging your battery, setting your ISO, reviewing your photos, and
more—photography pro Nicole Young then carefully guides you through the modes of the camera, offering practical advice
on choosing your settings, expert shooting tips, and end-of-chapter “challenges” to get you up and running with your EOS
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60D. This book is for anyone who wants to upgrade from a point-and-shoot, or who wants to jump right into photography
with the control and capabilities of a powerful DSLR. Canon EOS 60D: From Snapshots to Great Shots shows not only what
makes a great shot work—but how to get that shot using your EOS 60D. Follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable
guide, and you will: Learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the EOS 60D Use the EOS 60D’s
advanced camera settings to gain full control over the look and feel of your images Master the photographic basics of
composition, focus, depth of field, and much more Learn all the best tricks and techniques for getting great action shots,
landscapes, and portraits Find out how to get great shots in low light Learn the basics of shooting video with your EOS 60D
and start making movies of your own Fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go, with challenges at the end of
every chapter And once you’ve got the shot, show it off! Join the book’s Flickr group, share your photos, and discuss how
you use your EOS 60D to get great shots at http://www.flickr.com/groups/canon60dfromsnapshotstogreatshots.

Canon EOS Rebel T2
Dog Friends
- This is a highly-anticipated addition to Canon's advanced amateur lineup, with outstanding features that are the highest in
the DSLR class - This guide is indispensable for photographers who want to take full advantage of all this impressive new
model has to offer

Canon EOS 60D
Start getting great photos with your Canon EOS 70D rightaway The Canon EOS 70D features upgraded focusing technology,
a 20.2megapixel sensor, and faster frame-per-second shooting. Whetheryou're new to dSLR photography or just getting
acquainted with the70D, this handy, full-color guide will have you taking great photosbefore you know it. You'll learn to use
all the on-board controls,shoot in auto mode, use live view, control exposure and lighting,manipulate focus and color,
transfer your images to the computerfor editing, and share the results in prints or online. Colorfulphotos throughout
illustrate what you can achieve. Upgraded features in the Canon EOS 70D include a new focusingtechnology that speeds up
autofocus for video and live viewshooting, a larger sensor, faster frame-by-frame shooting, and awider ISO range This fullcolor guide explains how to take advantage of all thefeatures; walks you through all the on-board controls, and showshow
to shoot in auto mode Covers dSLR basics such as dialing in exposure and lightingcontrols, manipulating focus and color,
and transferring yourimages from the camera to the computer Offers advice for shooting in various common situations
andexplains how to post your photos online, make prints, or share themin other ways Canon EOS 70D For Dummies makes
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it easy to get terrificphotos with your Canon dSLR camera.

Canon EOS 7D Digital Field Guide
The EOS Rebel series brings together everything photographers want in a 35mm camera--they're simply the most advanced
SLRs in their class. To find out how best to use these masterpieces of form and function--Canon EOS Rebel T2, EOS Rebel
K2, EOS Rebel Ti, plus their European counterparts--look into the Magic Lantern Guide. With loads of diagrams and userfriendly instructions, it covers every aspect of these fully automatic 35mm Autofocus SLRs: their 7-point High-Speed, WideArea Selectable AF with Advanced 35-zone Metering; Safety Shutter-Release Lock and Camera Shake Warning; and
Advanced E-TTL II Autoflash and Enhanced Built-in Flash.

Canon Lenses
The Canon EOS 6D is Canon's smallest and lightest full-frame DSLR camera to date and boasts an extensive feature set.
This full-color, portable guide goes beyond the owner's manual to deliver clear, succinct descriptions of how these features
and functions work and explains how they affect the resulting photos. With the expert advice and clear instructions, the
Canon EOS 6D Digital Field Guide makes this sophisticated camera accessible to even first-time DSLR users Helps you to
consistently achieve professional-level photography using the Canon EOS 6D Walks you through the essential controls,
features, and functions using step-by-step instructions and providing full-color images of each menu screen Shows you how
to get the exact shots you want, when you want them, and is packed with beautiful color photos Shoot in Live View, choose
the best settings for movie-making, and learn how to share your images and video online via the built-in Wi-Fi Includes stepby-step techniques and professional tips on taking exceptional photos with your Canon EOS 6D Canon EOS 6D Digital Field
Guide is packed with so much helpful advice for getting the most out of your Canon EOS 6D, you'll find yourself referencing
it again and again

Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Digital Field Guide
Lenses are a considerable investment for any photographer and require understanding their features and a making plan for
purchase. You might buy several camera bodies, but quality lenses should last a lifetime! You need a book that goes
beyond the camera manuals to teach you how to select and use Canon lenses to take great shots. This guide by pro
photographer Jerod Foster will help you conquer the fundamentals and capture stunning pictures. Foster starts with the
basics of using different lenses in the Canon lineup–from kit, to wide angle, to telephoto, to zoom, and more, to understand
what they do and how their features affect your images. He discusses factors such as depth of field, perspective, and
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compression and which types of lenses are right for your style of shooting. Whether it’s portraits, landscapes, or street
photography, you will have a better understanding of your equipment and understand your choices for investing in lenses.
Beautifully illustrated with large, compelling photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get
the image you want every time you pick up the camera.

Canon EOS 5D Mark III Digital Field Guide
A comprehensive guide to the Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D camerawritten by bestselling For Dummies author Julie AdairKing
Expert author and photography instructor Julie Adair King isexactly who you want to explain Canon's hot new Rebel
T5i/700Dcamera for you. Her friendly, step-by-step style - honed to a finepoint from helping over 300,000 readers use their
cameras - willhave you snapping great shots on the new Rebel in no time. Find allthe info you need, backed by clear images
of camera controls andmenus, so you know exactly what she's explaining, when she'sexplaining it. More than 300 fabulous
full-color photos help yousee what you and your DSLR Rebel T5i/700D can achieve. Canon's EOS Rebel T5i/700D is an entrylevel DSLR camera fromCanon and features an 18 megapixel sensor, full 1080 videocapability, 5fps shooting, and a 3-inch
viewscreen Covers how to shoot in Auto mode, manage playback, organizeyour images, and get better results from
exposure, lighting, focusand color Gives you professional editing tricks and offers plenty ofbeautiful full-color images so you
can see what you canachieve Popular bestselling author Julie Adair King author has writtenmore than 15 For Dummies
books on Nikon and Canon cameras,and she helps you really get a feel for the camera Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For
Dummiesthere's so muchhere to get you on your way to taking great photos!

Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D
Now that you’ve bought the amazing Canon EOS 6D, you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera’s features to
show you exactly how to use the camera to take great pictures. With Canon EOS 6D: From Snapshots to Great Shots, you
get the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level!
Beautifully illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get the
image you want every time you pick up the camera. Follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide,
photographer and author Colby Brown, and you will: Learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the 6D
Use the camera’s automatic modes to get better shots right away Move on to the professional zone, where you have full
control over the look and feel of your images Master the photographic basics of composition, focus, depth of field, and
much more Learn all the best tricks and techniques for getting great action shots, landscapes, and portraits Find out how to
get great shots in low light Learn how to shoot video with your 6D and start making movies on your own Fully grasp all the
concepts and techniques as you go, with assignments at the end of every chapter And once you’ve got the shot, show it off!
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Join the book’s Flickr group, share your photos, and discuss how you use your 6D to get great shots at
flickr.com/groups/canon6dfromsnapshotstogreatshots.

A Photo Curmudgeon's Tale
Canon EOS 5D Digital Field Guide
This book covers the practical aspects of using the camera for a variety of different applications, and is fully illustrated with
a combination of attractive photographs and easy-to-follow diagrams and advice on getting the best from the camera in any
given situation. This incredibly popular book covers the practical aspects of using the EOS 300X / Rebel T2 for a variety of
different applications. It discusses the camera's range of powerful features, expanded shooting modes and state-of-the-art
autoflash. It is fully illustrated with a combination of attractive, informative photography, easy-to-follow diagrams,
convenient flexibound binding for ease of use and additional advice on getting the best from your camera in any given
situation.

Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III Digital Field Guide
Canon celebrates the 20th anniversary of its top-selling EOS single-lens-reflex camera system with a new, professional-level
model. This indispensable "Magic Lantern Guide" helps photographers take full advantage of this cutting-edge models
astounding features.

Canon EOS Rebel T3i / 600D For Dummies
Now that you’ve bought the amazing Canon EOS 7D Mark II, you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera’s
features to show you exactly how to use the camera to take great pictures. With Canon EOS 7D Mark II: From Snapshots to
Great Shots, you get the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the
next level! Beautifully illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography
to get the image you want every time you pick up the camera. Follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide,
photographer and author Jeff Revell, and you will: Learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the 7D
Mark II Use the 7D Mark II’s advanced camera settings to gain full control over the look and feel of your images Master the
photographic basics of composition, focus, depth of field, and much more Learn all the best tricks and techniques for
getting great action shots, landscapes, and portraits Find out how to get great photos in low light Learn the basics behind
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shooting video with your 7D Mark II and start making movies of your own Fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you
go, with assignments at the end of every chapter And once you’ve got the shot, show it off! Join the book’s Flickr group,
share your photos, and discuss how you use your 7D Mark II to get great shots at
flickr.com/group/7dmarkii_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.

Canon EOS Rebel XTi
The Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D Companion
Just bought a Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D and looking to combine practical know-how with inspiration? This one-stop,
easy-to-read guide covers all the basic functions of the camera, and everything beyond. Inside, you'll find detailed
explanations of every control and every feature, including full-color illustrations showing how changing each setting will
affect your photos. But this book's greatest strength isn't its focus on the camera; it's the detailed, easy-to-follow instruction
it offers on using your camera to take superior photographs. The lens, the subject matter, the light-all these variables are
covered in depth, and always in the context of the Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D. Written by a widely acclaimed
photographer and teacher, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D shows you how to get the shots you can see in your head but
have never been able to capture with a camera. .Get up and running in five minutes with the quick start guide .Master your
camera's many features and controls .Profit from dozens of tips and tricks .See first-hand how different settings affect your
photos .Refine and manage your photos using the Canon software .Be inspired by hundreds of gorgeous, full color
photographs, and learn how to get the same effects in your own shots

Canon EOS Rebel T8i/850D For Dummies
Learn to use every feature of your Canon T3/1100D and get great shots every time Digital Field Guides offer step-by-step
information about digital camera controls as well as tips and techniques for getting great photos in various common
situations. This handy guide, perfectly sized to fit in a camera bag, explains how to use every button, dial, and setting on
your Rebel T3/1100D and also covers using the improved HD video features, and in-camera movie editing options.
Illustrated with the author's outstanding photos, the book provides recipes for getting the photo you want in any
environment. The EOS Rebel T3/1100D is Canon's newest entry-level dSLR camera, offering a streamlined and simplified
experience for new dSLR users This book explains every camera control, showing you how to use all the buttons, dials, and
settings Cover the exciting new HD video features and offers suggestions for getting outstanding shots in common shooting
situations Small-trim design makes it easy to take this guide along whenever you use your camera Includes a gray card and
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color checker card used to maintain accurate color and white balance New dSLR camera users will get up to speed quickly
with the easy-to-follow guidance in this handy field guide.

The World of EF Lenses Handbook
Popular Photography
Long-time columnist and lifelong photographer Shawn M. Tomlinson writers about the art and technique of photography
with wit and humor. He focuses in his Photo Curmudgeon columns on getting started in as well as moving into advanced
photography. Instead of concentrating upon the newest, shiniest photographic equipment, Tomlinson works with all levels
of older equipment, makes recommendations and recounts his own "Voyages of Photography." He helps the novice get
started with higher end, older cameras and lenses, and helps with photo editing suggestions and techniques.

Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D For Dummies
46 Canon EF Lenses are introduced to meet your photographic enthusiasm! Learn from the many shooting techniques to
fully exploit the ability of your lens. Also, practical samples of lens combinations according to your favorite shooting scenes.

British Journal of Photography
Lenses are a considerable investment for any photographer and require understanding their features and a making plan for
purchase. You might buy several camera bodies, but quality lenses should last a lifetime! You need a book that goes
beyond the camera manuals to teach you how to select and use Canon lenses to take great shots. This guide by pro
photographer Jerod Foster will help you conquer the fundamentals and capture stunning pictures. Foster starts with the
basics of using different lenses in the Canon lineup–from kit, to wide angle, to telephoto, to zoom, and more, to understand
what they do and how their features affect your images. He discusses factors such as depth of field, perspective, and
compression and which types of lenses are right for your style of shooting. Whether it’s portraits, landscapes, or street
photography, you will have a better understanding of your equipment and understand your choices for investing in lenses.
Beautifully illustrated with large, compelling photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get
the image you want every time you pick up the camera.

Hacking Digital Cameras
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Canon EOS 6D
The perfect guide to get you up and running with your new Canon dSLR camera The Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D is a
popular dSLR camera for those moving up from point-and-shoot for the first time. This full-color guide explains all the
buttons, dials, and menus, helping you understand your camera and start using all its features. Plenty of colorful photos
from the author's portfolio illustrate what you can achieve. The book covers shooting in auto mode, using the onboard
controls, working with Live View, and managing exposure, focus, color, and lighting. It also addresses specific shooting
situations, how to get your images from the camera to the computer, and tips on editing and sharing your photos. Canon's
Rebel T3/1100D is a popular starter camera for those moving from point-and-shoot to SLR; this book helps dSLR newcomers
understand and use all the controls Covers using all the dials, menus, and modes; working with Live View and playback;
dialing in exposure and managing lighting; and shooting in auto mode Explains how to get the best images in various
situations Addresses how to get images from the camera to the computer, editing techniques, and how to print photos or
post them online Full-color photos from the author's collection show what you can achieve Anyone moving up to dSLR
photography with the Canon T3/1100D will gain skill and confidence from this easy-to-follow guide.

Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D For Dummies
Through several easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book offers a complete class on digital photography, tailored specifically
for people who use the Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D. This is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you
what all the buttons do, this book teaches you how to use various Digital Rebel XS/1000D features to make great
photographs -- including professional-looking images of people, landscapes, action shots, close-ups, night shots, and more.
The Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D Companion is the perfect reference for your camera bag. Written by professional
photographer Ben Long, it's packed with creative tips and technical advice to help you capture stunning pictures anywhere,
anytime. With this book, you'll learn how to: Take creative control and go beyond automatic settings Learn the basic rules
of composition Capture decisive moments, including fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors
Learn about different lenses, and the best time to use them Understand the options for shooting RAW, and whether it's right
for you There are plenty of photography books, but only this one teaches you how to take high-quality digital photos using
the exact camera model you own. Plenty of full-color examples show you what's possible once you graduate from snapshots
and focus on the pictures you really want to take.

Canon EOS 7D Mark II
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Essential, no-fail photography techniques in a full-color, portable guide Confidently create beautiful photographs with the
powerful features on your Canon EOS 1Ds Mark III camera and this essential guide. A workhorse camera for photojournalists
and sports and wildlife photographers, the 1Ds Mark III yields spectacular results, once you master its intricacies. This easyto-follow book is the latest in the bestselling Digital Field Guide series that has taught thousands of photographers and
beginners how to get the most out of their digital cameras. Get to know your 1Ds Mark III, understand how to use all its
robust features, then take this handy-sized portable guide with you in the field for quick and easy reference. Master your
Canon EOS 1Ds Mark III inside and out: 21.1 megapixels, 5fps, 3-inch LCD, Live View, and high-precision AF system Find
pages of step-by-step techniques, professional tips, and no-fail formulas that will help you get the results you want Learn
where to find and how to master your camera's sophisticated menu system, picture modes, and settings Go under the hood
of your sophisticated new camera with this essential guide-it covers more than the manual!

Canon Lenses
50 Things Photographers Need to Know About Focus
While focusing your camera seems like it should be a no-brainer—there’s autofocus, after all!—it’s often not a simple task.
Depending on the shooting situation, your camera, and the countless scenarios that can “throw off” the focus, the task of
achieving sharp images with great focus can be deceptively challenging. If you’re a passionate photographer eager to learn
the best ways to achieve tack-sharp focus in your images, these 50 focus-based principles are exactly what you need to
take your work to the next level. With photographer and author John Greengo as your guide, you’ll quickly learn nearly four
dozen techniques for achieving focus in every shooting situation. You’ll learn: • How to optimize autofocus no matter what
kind of camera you have (DSLR or mirrorless) • How to master manual focus • Which focus modes and focus areas work
best for different situations • How to use your camera’s autofocus aids, such as magnification and focus peaking •
Techniques to keep your camera stable, either handheld or on a tripod • How shutter speed and aperture affect sharpness
Written in the author’s friendly and approachable style, and illustrated with examples that clearly show how each technique
can help you capture great photos, 50 Things Photographers Need to Know About Focus is designed to be an effective, fast,
and fun way to learn how to achieve great focus in your images—no matter what situation. TABLE OF CONTENTS Chapter 1:
Focus Basics Chapter 2: Autofocus Chapter 3: Mirrorless Autofocus Chapter 4: DSLR Autofocus Chapter 5: Customized
Autofocus Controls Chapter 6: Autofocus Aids Chapter 7: Autofocus and Lenses Chapter 8: Manual Focus and Lenses
Chapter 9: Exposure Control for Focus Chapter 10: Advanced Focusing Techniques Chapter 11: Other Focus Topics

HOW TO SELECT AND USE NIKON SLR CAMERAS.
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Get the best results from your camera Shoot breathtaking portraits and action photos Take control of color, focus, and
exposure Shoot like a pro with your Canon dSLR Photographers who like full control over all aspects of their images use
digital SLR cameras—and the Canon EOS Rebel T8i/850D gives you that power plus the ability to shoot video in 4k
resolution and edit images right in the camera. In twelve easy-to-follow chapters, veteran photography author Julie Adair
King helps you understand the basics of photography, the tools in your camera, and proven techniques that will produce
shots that even pros will envy. Inside Customize your camera Get a grip on technical stuff Choose the best shooting mode
Solve exposure problems Manipulate image focus Record 4k video Shoot and convert RAW photos Connect to a smartphone
or tablet

The Kodak Book of Practical 35mm Photography
A full-color guide to Canon's exciting new dSLR camera Whether it's your first dSLR, your first Canon camera, or simplya
new tool for your photography, your Canon Rebel T3i/600D hascountless capabilities and you'll want to understand them all.
Thisbook covers all the dials, menus, and controls, showing you how touse each one. It explains how to change and use
various lenses andoffers advice on exposure, focus, printing, using flash, sharingphotos online, and much more, all with
plenty of full-colorexamples to show what you can achieve. Canon's popular T3i/600D offers a vast array of options for
thenew dSLR photographer; this book guides you through all thesettings, dials, and menus Explains how to use Live View
mode and record, edit, and playback video Provides tips and advice on working with exposure, manipulatingfocus and color,
switching from auto to manual controls, and usinglighting creatively Shows how to get photos from the camera to the
computer, thenedit and manage them using different software packages Illustrated with full-color photos from the author,
showingwhat you can achieve This fun and friendly book helps you to quickly and confidentlytake advantage of the many
creative possibilities offered by yournew Canon camera.
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